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Learning Intention: To make predictions about the book, discuss your thinking 
and make connections.  

Before you read, look at the front cover and:   

• Predict what you think the story will be about.                          

• Talk to an adult about what dreams actually are. It has been said they are 

stories and images that our mind creates while we sleep. Do you agree? Where 

do the ideas and images come from?  Write down a dream you can remember. 

• What is the Author’s Purpose for this book? 

• THEN - Read pages 1 to 15 (using the blue slider) of Sofia’s Dream on EPIC.

Remember to use 
your reading prompt 

sheet 
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Learning Intention: To identify the Main Idea and the problem in the story.

Read pages 17 – 27:

• What is the Main Idea featured in this part of the book? Copy out exactly the 

paragraph that describes the problem in the story.

• Look at Sofia and describe her character traits. Write a description of what she is like 

on the outside and infer what she is like on the inside. # Clue (To express what Sofia is 

like as a person look at what she does, thinks and says.) 

• How does the story change on page 25? Why? 

• Make a prediction about what will happen next. 



Learning Intention: To re-read the book to self-monitor for clarity. 

Re-read  ‘Sofia’s Dream’ all the way through:

• Discuss with an adult what is ‘really’ happening in the story. Is Sofia really having 

an actual conversation with the moon?  

• Make some Inferences about how the character feels when she sees why the 

moon is sad? How would you feel in the same situation? Write down your thinking.

• Does Sofia agree with the moon? What does she do to help to make a difference? 

• What Text to Self connections can you make after reading this book? Use the 

anchor chart to help support your thinking.
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Some more activities 
if you choose…

Learning Intention: To show your understanding of the text.

• Re-read the book all the way through. Write a summary of the story. Use B M E.

• What would you do to convince everyone to care for the Earth? Write a short, 

persuasive speech to present to your class.

• Design a poster to show others how to care for the Earth.

• Research Earth Day facts and create a fact book.

• Discuss with an adult why the Earth needs our help to protect it for future generations.

• Write five interview questions. Interview a parent/grandparent or both, to share their 

views on how life has changed since they were a child. Record your observations.




